ABSTRACT Single-molecule methods provide direct measurements of macromolecular dynamics, but are limited by the number of degrees of freedom that can be followed at one time. High-resolution rotor bead tracking (RBT) measures DNA torque, twist, and extension, and can be used to characterize the structural dynamics of DNA and diverse nucleoprotein complexes. Here, we extend RBT to enable simultaneous monitoring of additional degrees of freedom. Fluorescence-RBT (FluoRBT) combines magnetic tweezers, infrared evanescent scattering, and single-molecule FRET imaging, providing real-time multiparameter measurements of complex molecular processes. We demonstrate the capabilities of FluoRBT by conducting simultaneous measurements of extension and FRET during opening and closing of a DNA hairpin under tension, and by observing simultaneous changes in FRET and torque during a transition between right-handed B-form and left-handed Z-form DNA under controlled supercoiling. We discover unanticipated continuous changes in FRET with applied torque, and also show how FluoRBT can facilitate high-resolution FRET measurements of molecular states, by using a mechanical signal as an independent temporal reference for aligning and averaging noisy fluorescence data. By combining mechanical measurements of global DNA deformations with FRET measurements of local conformational changes, FluoRBT will enable multidimensional investigations of systems ranging from DNA structures to large macromolecular machines.
Dynamic observations of individual molecules have contributed unique insight into biological processes such as macromolecular folding and molecular motor function (1, 2) . However, whereas the conformational dynamics of biological macromolecules are highly multidimensional, single-molecule measurements project these dynamics onto only a few degrees of freedom-sometimes a single dimension, such as the end-to-end extension of the molecule or the distance between two fluorescent dye labels. Combining different single-molecule techniques in the same assay can leverage their individual strengths and increase the number of observables (3) . High-resolution mechanical measurements of extension from optical trapping and magnetic tweezers have been combined with single-molecule fluorescence and FRET to track local conformational transitions or observe changes in composition during binding and unbinding events (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . In recent applications, high-resolution optical trapping combined with fluorescence has been used to relate different DNA unwinding modes of the helicase UvrD to its conformation and multimeric composition (11) , to observe diffusion of single-stranded DNA binding protein on DNA (12) , and to relate the tertiary structure of the thiamine pyrophosphate riboswitch to affinity for its ligand (13) . Simultaneous fluorescence and manipulation or particle tracking (5) has also been used to correlate mechanics with conformational changes or nucleotide turnover in both linear (14) and rotary (15,16) molecular motors.
Rotor bead tracking (RBT) is a single-molecule method that can directly monitor two mechanical degrees of freedom at high spatiotemporal resolution (17) (18) (19) . A micron-sized magnetic bead is typically used to apply forces and torques on a DNA molecule, whereas a separate nanoscale rotor bead attached to the side of the DNA is used as a reporter of DNA angle and extension. In the context of a dynamic nucleoprotein complex, changes in extension can arise from bending, stretching, or sequestering of DNA contour length, whereas changes in angle can result from topoisomerization or from trapped writhe (e.g., due to DNA wrapping) or twist (e.g., due to DNA unwinding) (19) . Previously, RBT has been used to study DNA structural dynamics under torque, including DNA melting and the transition between B-and Z-DNA (18) (19) (20) (21) , and to investigate the mechanochemical cycle of the supercoiling motor DNA gyrase (18, 19, 22) . However, RBT is limited to observing only global DNA structural deformations. Local structural features, such as the locations or domain configurations of Z-DNA or melted bubble regions, cannot be directly distinguished. Enzymes bound to DNA cannot be detected unless they deform the DNA substrate, and protein domain movements leading to changes in DNA topology can only be postulated based on other structural or biochemical data.
Here we introduce Fluorescence-RBT (FluoRBT), which combines RBT and single-molecule fluorescence. We test the capabilities of FluoRBT in experiments that probe conformational changes in DNA, highlighting the ability to simultaneously apply mechanical perturbations, measure DNA extension, twist, and torque, and probe local structural transitions via FRET. FluoRBT is implemented by adapting an instrument configured for evanescent dark field imaging and magnetic tweezers manipulation (18) , adding optical paths for simultaneous multiwavelength single-molecule fluorescence measurements (Fig. 1 a) . For imaging the rotor bead, total internal reflection illumination is achieved by focusing an infrared laser beam at the periphery of the objective back focal plane using a pair of small metallic mirrors positioned under the objective (18, 23) . For fluorescence measurements, visible lasers are similarly coupled via a second pair of small mirrors, creating evanescent illumination. The infrared light scattered by the rotor bead is separated from the fluorophore emission using a dichroic beamsplitter. Rotor bead tracking is performed on a fast CMOS camera, and fluorescence is imaged on a sensitive EMCCD camera, after separating light emitted from different fluorophores using an image splitter. Complete methods and technical characterization (Figs. S1-S4 ) can be found in the Supporting Material.
We first tested the ability of FluoRBT to simultaneously measure extension and FRET during reversible unfolding of a DNA hairpin, a model system that has been employed in prior demonstrations of methods combining the application of force with FRET measurements (9,10). We incorporated a previously characterized hairpin construct (9, 24) in the DNA tether, and used both the rotor bead height and a local FRET dye pair to monitor its unfolding (Fig. 1 b) . Under constant force ($8 pN; see Supporting Materials and Methods in the Supporting Material), we observed concurrent changes in Dz and changes in intensity of the donor and acceptor dyes (Fig. 1, c and d) , reflecting equilibrium fluctuations between the open and closed states of the hairpin. A histogram of data collected from 13 different molecules demonstrates that the instrument resolves the two hairpin states along both extension and FRET efficiency coordinates (Fig. 1 e) . The measured extension change upon opening of the hairpin is 14. An advantage of FluoRBT over other tools that combine extension measurements with fluorescence is that it can also simultaneously measure twist and torque at high resolution (18) . RBT has been previously used to observe torqueinduced structural transitions in DNA such as duplex melting and Z-DNA formation (18, 20, 21) . In the ''static RBT'' assay (19) , the total twist of the DNA is changed by rotating the magnetic bead, and torque is measured based on the calibrated angular deflection of the DNA segment between the magnetic bead and the rotor bead. Structural transitions in DNA produce characteristic signatures in the torque-twist relationship. As a test of combined FRET and torque spectroscopy, we observed the transition of a GC-repeat sequence of interest (SOI) between right-handed B-form and left-handed Z-form DNA under controlled supercoiling. Torque spectroscopy has previously shown that the B-Z transition of a short GC-repeat sequence displays two-state behavior with a jump in torque at the transition event (21) . The B-Z transition has also been observed via single-molecule FRET by incorporating a dye pair in the DNA backbone (7); high salt concentration or negative supercoiling (applied using conventional magnetic tweezers without torque measurement) were found to drive this sequence from a high-FRET state in B-DNA to a low-FRET state in Z-DNA. For FluoRBT measurements, we used a FRET-labeled d(pGpC) 11 insert, designed based on the construct reported in Lee et al. (7) (Fig. 2 a) . When we twisted the DNA under 2 pN of tension, we detected the B-Z transition as a jump in torque concurrent with a change in the FRET efficiency of the dye pair incorporated in the DNA backbone (Fig. 2 b) , consistent with the previous results. Unexpectedly, we also discovered a continuous change in FRET as a function of twist (Fig. 2, c and d; Figs. S5 and S6) , which likely FIGURE 2 Simultaneous measurements of FRET and torque. (a) A GC-repeat sequence was incorporated in a DNA tether. The magnetic bead was rotated to change the total twist (q) in the DNA while using a rotor bead to measure the torque (t) and a local FRET pair (green star, Cy3; orange star, Cy5) to monitor the B-Z structural transition. (b) The B-Z transition is observed via simultaneous jumps in torque (top, 250 Hz) and FRET efficiency (bottom, 5 Hz). Only the rewinding portion of the torque-twist curve is shown. Thick gray lines are fits to torque-twist data before and after the B-Z transition. (c) Combined torque and FRET measurements are shown for four different molecules. In the orange and magenta traces, one of the fluorophores bleaches before the structural transition in the SOI is observed. Data are block-averaged in 0.05 rotation (2 s) windows. (d) The FRET efficiency shows continuous variation with torque in both the B-and Z-DNA states of the SOI. Trend lines (black) were fit to the data from (c), after replotting on the torque-FRET plane. FRET changes at a rate of À0.5% (pN nm)
À1 when the SOI is in B-form (top) and at a rate of À1.3% (pN nm)
À1 when the SOI is in Z-form (bottom).
reflects compliance in the DNA duplex, particularly in the torsionally soft Z-DNA state. This previously unreported effect (7) may arise from changes in both orientation and separation of the dyes (25) (Fig. S6) , and might be exploited to develop molecular torque sensors, analogous to previously described molecular force sensors (26) . Fluorescence is a powerful complement to mechanical measurements as it can report on local structural transitions. However, due to limited photon budgets, single-molecule fluorescence imaging often requires tradeoffs between high signal-to-noise ratio and long observation times (27) . In a combined assay, a mechanical signal can in principle provide an independent temporal reference for interpreting fluorescence data, addressing challenges associated with detecting state transitions in noisy FRET traces. Using the DNA hairpin system, we obtained high-resolution FRET measurements of molecular states by averaging fluorescence intensities over many transitions, identified and aligned in time via the extension signal (Fig. 3) . We recorded 147 opening transitions in a single molecule, using low fluorescence excitation conditions to extend the observation window at the expense of signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 3 a; Fig. S8 ). After postsynchronization (28) to transitions in extension, the averaged FRET data (Fig. 3 b) show two well-resolved states of the hairpin, as expected (9, 24) . When applied to systems that visit multiple states during a single mechanical step, this approach may also reveal short-lived structural intermediates as transients in the averaged FRET data.
FluoRBT expands the toolbox of fluorescence-enabled force spectroscopy techniques by providing the capability to measure FRET simultaneously with DNA torque, twist, and extension. This capability complements tools that apply forces and exclusively measure FRET (9, 29) , or combine the measurement of fluorescence intensity (6, 8, 30) or FRET (7, (10) (11) (12) (13) with extension alone. The use of magnetic tweezers provides constant force without the need for feedback, and may allow the technique to be extended for parallel measurements on multiple molecules. Alternative methods for measuring torque and twist (19, (31) (32) (33) could in principle also be combined with single-molecule fluorescence, but do not provide the high spatiotemporal resolution in torque and twist achieved by RBT (18, 19, 31) . FluoRBT may further be extended for imaging of more than two fluorophores and for multicolor FRET, facilitated by the spatial separation of the fluorescence excitation and emission paths (23) . The combination of high-speed evanescent dark field tracking (34) with FRET implemented here can also be adapted for investigations of diverse molecular machines, including cytoskeletal motors and rotary ATPases (16) . In future applications, FluoRBT may be used to conduct detailed multiparameter studies of DNA structures under torque, and to map the structural conformations of nucleoprotein machines such as gyrase (18, 22) or RNA polymerase (35-37) during active cycling through functional states, where well-defined mechanical transitions could be used to temporally align FRET signals repeated using multiple dye pairs, placing constraints on modeling (38) dynamically interconverting molecular architectures.
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